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A participant in Blast Theory's Can You See Me Now? 2003, is taking the streets again. It is a chase game played live online and on city streets, in which players try to outmanoeuvre members of Blast Theory who are themselves running around the streets equipped with handheld computers and tracked by satellites. Online players are dropped at a random location in the virtual city while Blast Theory searches for you in the very real streets using GPS. An audio stream from Blast Theory’s walkie talkies lets you eavesdrop on your pursuers, getting lost and out of breath on the streets. If a runner gets within five metres of your location, you are caught and a photo of where you were seen is taken. This work won the Golden Nica for Interactive Art at the 2003 Ars Electronica and was nominated for a BAFTA Award in 2002. The work has just been performed in Brighton (Sept 23-Oct 1) on www.canyouseeme2now.co.uk and can be experienced in Barcelona (October 28-31). For more info go to www.artfuture.org/03/advance.php. For more on locative media, read Michael Gibbs' 'Net Works' column in this issue (p60).
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Locative Media
Michael Gibbs

"Where are you?" is the first question that many people ask when talking to someone on a mobile phone, as though to suggest that location is somehow an important context-defining component of communication. At the same time, internet use is becoming de-localised, allowing you to log in anywhere at any time. The chip manufacturer Intel has even designed a surfboard containing an internet-enabled computer, so that you can surf the waves and the internet at the same time (although reception is reported to be poor when the board is underwater).

The Intel corporation is also interested in exploring other possibilities of wireless technologies. Noting that nearly 40 million new mobile phones are scheduled to be sold worldwide this year alone, while wireless networks (Wi-Fi) hardware is being deployed at the rate of one every four seconds globally, Intel's research department at Berkeley is researching ways to connect "familiar strangers" wirelessly, using an application for mobile phones that can distinguish the locational proximity of other people, in particular people you've seen before but whose identity you don't know. The idea, it seems, is to make us feel less lonely in urban crowds (and more afraid of 'unfamiliar' strangers). So perhaps now the first thing we'll be asking is 'Who are you?'.

The widespread use of mobile phones, Global Positioning Satellite-enabled Personal Digital Assistants and WiFi is also generating a new media art form that has quickly acquired the label of Locative Media, and as such is being vigorously pursued and promoted as the latest form of artistic intervention in public space. Locative Media involves the overlaying of digital information onto real space. 'Cellphones', as it is known, is invisible but not seamless or invasively. While surveillance extracts data from physical space, cellphones augment it with a mesh of conversations, messages, instructions, information, music, etc. Wireless technology already enables shoppers to be tracked and addressed with special offers. Free, public wireless nodes are popping up in such sanctified spaces as public libraries or schools, while private nodes without encryption are leaving from offices and lining up at private homes for a dance session, unheard by all other bystanders. Using GPS-enabled laptops, visitors could wander around Manchester, participating in user-driven narratives and soundscapes.

Mobility (and a certain passivity as well as technical know-how) seems to be essential to all these projects, with little opportunity offered for reflection, critical or otherwise. In exploring the Mobile Connections site, it came as some relief to discover a piece by Jody Zellen that introduced itself as 'a meditation on the nature of public space'. Downloaded Voices is a web project that offers a visual representation of the global social reality of mobile telephony. Formally similar to Zellen's earlier Glitch City project and with a sense of humour subtly lacking in many locative media projects, it uses photographs of urban sites and situations, with billowsters producing visual tricks and snatches of sound. Icons float at random across a white screen, accompanied by a cacophony of telephone voices. Other sections use textual transcripts of calls, historical photographs of railway stations and postcard views of world cities, all interspersed with fragmented telephone conversations in different languages.

With the advent of mobile phones, space has become translocal. The boundary between public and private space is effaced, as obsessional to our surroundings, we now have private conversations in public. In fact, it no longer matters where one is, as long as one is connected.

Michael Gibbs is an artist and a critic living in Amsterdam.
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REVIEW
In September, Blast Theory was presented with the Golden Nica for Interactive Art at the 2003 Prix Ars Electronica in Linz (see Net Works, p39) for their project Can You See Me Now? This is the first time British artists have won this coveted media arts award, worth €10,000, since 1991.